This has been a milestone year for Blue Ant International. What started small in 2014, has now become a full fledged global content distribution company with bustling offices in London and Toronto.

Our Blue Ant family has also grown, welcoming a wealth of talented and prestigious content creators from NHNZ, Beach House Pictures and Northern Pictures, and we continue to grow our international footprint through our expanding channels business, which now includes the ZooMoo kids network.

At the heart of all of this growth, are the minds and skills of creative storytellers and developers. We continue to nurture relationships with top-tier producers from around the world and have the pleasure of launching another 600+ hours of premium storytelling across multiple genres at this year’s MIPCOM. Our latest offering includes NHNZ’s Orangutan Jungle School and Alibi Entertainment’s Sarah Off The Grid among other marquis properties.

This year also marks a leap into kids & family programming and we will be making our inaugural trip to MIPJunior with an impressive new offering of over 200+ hours in the genre.

As we expand our international presence and delve into more genres, our goal remains the same: to offer our clients the highest quality premium content and deliver best-in-class customer service. With this in mind, our list of clients continues to grow and we are grateful for the opportunity to work with and build relationships with all of you. Thank you!

As our industry changes at a rapid pace and digital disruption continues to make its presence felt, I am reminded that there is no other business quite like show business! The inherent magic in our chosen field and the synergy of parts that come together to create world-class ratings blockbusters, there is nothing else like it.

—

Solange Attwood
Senior Vice President, International
ZOOMOO’S WILD FRIENDS introduces two- to seven-year-olds—and their parents—to the natural world using puppetry, animation, and wildlife footage designed to inspire a love of animals and nature. Featuring engaging segments such as Gigglebox, where the animals will make you laugh, and Storytime, where Mamma O’ tells magical animal tales from around the world, each series within ZOOMOO’S WILD FRIENDS reinforces learning through association and repetition while encouraging open-ended thinking and creativity.
TEDDIES

TEDDIES stars four teddy bear friends - Dom, Meeks and Sparky and Tizzy - who live in the wonderful world of Teddytown! Like kids, they’re learning what it’s like to grow up: making friends, being kind to others, helping out, making mistakes and respecting and appreciating others. Aimed at the pre-school market, this entertaining and endearing series also assists children in their development of social and emotional skills.

90 x 30’ HD
Kids
Original Broadcaster: Okto & Channel 9
Producer: Beach House Kids & Northern Pictures Kids

CREATURE MANIA

This action-packed half-hour show is made up of ten short, pacy segments that keep young viewers engaged and interested in all the crazy creatures we have to explore. From archive footage to energetic host Alfie engaging with kids and pets in the studio, CREATURE MANIA is a colourful, varied and utterly hilarious show for all the animal lovers out there - leaving nothing and no one behind!

85 x 30’ HD
Kids
Original Broadcaster: ZooMoo
Producer: Northern Pictures Kids

65 x 30’ HD
Kids
Original Broadcaster: Okto & Channel 9
Producer: Beach House Kids & Northern Pictures Kids
THE INSPECTORS

THE INSPECTORS is an Emmy Award winning scripted dramatic series set in Washington, D.C., and inspired by compelling real cases handled by the United States Postal Inspection Service. The series follows a determined teen who, after being paralyzed in a car accident, is working as an intern for his U.S. Postal Inspector mom. Together they solve crimes ranging from internet scams, identity and mail theft, to consumer fraud.

MOST EXTREME: ALIEN PLANET EARTH

We count down the most extreme animal and human behaviour on planet Earth, shot by some of the world’s leading wildlife filmmakers. With gentle humour, this action-packed series will enthral and entertain 7- to 10-year-olds and their families.

MAKE IT BIG MAKE IT SMALL

From exploring the monstrous Tyrannosaurus Rex to flying inside a wind tunnel, MAKE IT BIG make it small explores big experiences that make kids go wow! By explaining epic science and technology, kids are inspired to apply new knowledge to their own DIY projects and crafts.

65 x 30’ HD
Kids
Original Broadcaster: ZooMoo
Producer: Northern Pictures Kids

7 x 30’ HD
Kids, Science & Engineering
Original Broadcaster: Makeful
Producer: Blue Ant Media
Format Available

44 x 30’ HD
Family, Scripted, Drama
Original Broadcaster: CBS
Producer: Litton Entertainment

www.blueantinternational.com
Designer and television personality Sarah Richardson is back with her most ambitious series yet: a year-long project designing and building an off-the-grid family home in the country. Follow Sarah, her husband and two young daughters as they build a dream home meant to last for generations. Together, they marry sustainable living with Sarah's signature style, resulting in a forever home filled with clever design decisions and innovative materials.

6 x 60' HD
Lifestyle, Home
Original broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Alibi Entertainment
LAKE DOCKS & DECKS

Licensed Contractors Marshall Black (4 episodes) and Simon Hirsh (4 episodes) take their client’s rotting, dilapidated waterfronts to the next level with their fresh, clean designs. Whether it’s families looking to spend time at the lake or couples looking for a resort vibe, our contractors draw up the perfect, unique design to answer all their clients’ needs. From conception to the final jaw dropping reveal, LAKE DOCKS & DECKS follows every step of the way to creating a dream waterfront oasis.

CRAZY BEAUTIFUL WEDDINGS

Your love story isn’t the same as anyone else’s. So why should your wedding be? Lynzie Kent—the self-described “anti-wedding” wedding planner—takes inspiration in a couple’s love story and creates unique and jaw-dropping celebrations, where the room can feel like an art installation or the party like performance art. Each episode will reveal the execution of one amazing wedding and bring viewers to tears as they marvel in an event designed around a great love story.

10 x 30’ HD Lifestyle, DIY
Original Broadcasters: Makeful & UP TV
Producer: Blue Ant Media

8 x 30’ HD Lifestyle, Home
Original Broadcasters: GAC & Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Media

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
BROJECTS

Building brothers Kevin and Andrew Buckles take their fun and creative ideas on the road. Every episode, they build a one-of-a-kind outdoor project that transforms a young family’s lake home into the ideal cool weekend retreat—everything from outdoor living rooms and floating movie theatres to post-and-beam hammock lounges and custom firepits. From conception to the big reveal, each build arrives at its final destination in style, with a few stories to tell to boot.

BROJECTS IN THE HOUSE

Kevin and Andrew are at it again, brainstorming the most extreme builds in an effort to transform a century-old lodge hall into the ultimate weekend escape. Deadlines, demo disasters, and dirty tricks are no match for this dueling pair as they take home design to a whole new level.

BROJECTS: BUILT FOR THE WEEKEND

Building brothers Kevin and Andrew take their fun and creative ideas on the road. Every episode, they build a one-of-a-kind outdoor project that transforms a young family’s lake home into the ideal cool weekend retreat—everything from outdoor living rooms and floating movie theatres to post-and-beam hammock lounges and custom firepits. From conception to the big reveal, each build arrives at its final destination in style, with a few stories to tell to boot.
COLLECTORS CANDY
One free-spirited collector, one money-making dealer, and one Italian-blooded lady boss. Together they own and run one of the most valuable vintage collections and coolest spots in South Africa. Detroit Vintage Garage is home to this rat pack of collectors’ extremely rare antiques - from classic and exotic cars and motorcycles to unique automobilia and distinct collectibles. Discover an unprecedented reality TV show that showcases the life of collectors Ivan and Georgia and their business partner Waldo as they travel around South Africa picking various items for clients and their own personal collection.

CUSTOM BUILT
Paul Lafrance and his amazing crew turn the ordinary into extraordinary in this series that forces you to reimagine what’s possible. You are unique, your home should be too. CUSTOM BUILT is a celebration of one-of-a-kind designs spanning everything from custom kitchens and bathrooms to custom poker tables. Every job is personal and very end-result is jaw-dropping.

DECK WARS
Two teams face off in a fast-paced battle to build an awesome, elaborate deck in the toughest building competition around. Host Paul Lafrance is the ultimate judge for this showdown, challenging teams on their choices and declaring a winner.

26 x 30’ HD
Lifestyle, Home
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Architect Films

12 x 60’ HD
Lifestyle, Home
Original Broadcaster: HGTV
Producer: Architect Films

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
blueantinternational.com

10 x 60’ HD
Lifestyle, Transactional
Original Broadcaster: SABC
Producer: Liquid Gate TV
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DISASTER DECKS

What happens when an optimistic DIY-er attempts to build an outdoor oasis without the proper skill and know-how? A disastrous deck and a call to rock star designer and carpenter Paul Lafrance. Paul and his cutting edge crew rescue well-intentioned homeowners, and help them rebuild their outdoor spaces and their pride. From demolition to rebuild Paul puts each homeowner to work, doling out instruction paired with his signature sense of humour.

HOMEWRECKERS

Ever met a pretty plumber you didn’t like? Contractor, plumber, and mother of two, triple-threat Kristi Hansen is passionate about taking care of (less than) home sweet homes. Anything but dainty, Kristi’s tough-love approach to home improvement leave viewers wanting more tools, more tricks of the trade, and more Kristi.

CANDICE TELLS ALL

Knowing the rules and when to break ’em, Candice lives and breathes design and style. Reno and design lovers beware: we dare you not to get hooked on Candice as she takes on signature makeovers with gusto. An interior design queen with her finger on the pulse of industry trends, new mediums, and art forms, the ever-inspired Candice dishes out incredible design makeovers in every episode, giving viewers an up-close look into her busy and often-hilarious world.
DECKED OUT
Charismatic designer and carpenter Paul Lafrance builds edgy backyard decks in this entertaining, funny, irreverent show. Each episode takes viewers through the creative process of designing and constructing impressively intricate outdoor decks and beautiful backyard spaces.

DECKS, DOCKS AND GAZEBOS
From boathouses and bunkies to decks, docks and gazebos, join host Jason Lake on this one-of-a-kind renovation show. Learn how cabin renovations are a different beast compared to house renovations in the city by following each project from humble and sometimes decrepit beginnings to stunning completions.

MY RETREAT
MY RETREAT takes you inside the iconic and the unique cabins found along some of the world’s most scenic shorelines, riverbanks and mountainsides. It might be called a camp, a chalet, a cottage or a cabin, but at its core it is a retreat—a place people go to escape their everyday life. MY RETREAT visits them all, from the humble to the spectacular, and from the traditional to the bizarre.

RENO MY RENO
When an owner’s DIY reno turns their escape by the lake into the mistake by the lake, top-notch carpenter Dave Depencier steps in to help. With expert craftsmanship and a little elbow grease, Depencier leaves overwhelmed cabin owners with stunning views, inside and out.
100 DAY BACH

After 20 years of property design, from modest dwellings to million-dollar estates, Hamish Dodd is ready to finally build a home of his own. With big aspirations, and a not-so-big budget, Hamish and his wife Anita face a series of challenges as they attempt to build the ultimate holiday home - in just 100 days!

WHAT’S FOR SALE?

A vacation home is a place to escape from the hustle and bustle of everyday life, a place to relax in nature and strip away the stress. Watch as buyers explore three properties and ultimately decide which vacation home is the one for them.

WHAT’S FOR SALE? WITH A VIEW

If getting away from the everyday could be as simple as glancing out the window, how much is that worth? In this reality-reality show, drool over picture-perfect homes and the stunning vistas they provide. From rolling vineyards to snow-capped mountains, potential homebuyers are presented three dream houses with incredible, jaw-dropping views. Meet the buyers, hear their stories and see WHAT’S FOR SALE? ...WITH A VIEW.
DONUT SHOWDOWN
Welcome to the most intense donut-making competition on the planet. Three expert donut-makers work with strange ingredients and difficult challenges to compete for a cash prize in this ultra-tough food competition series. The internationally acclaimed group of celebrity food judges includes David Rocco, Zane Caplansky and many more.

Joe Motiki might seem like your regular ‘ice cream man on a bike’, but he’s really a hilarious game show host looking for cold-treat-seekers! In each episode, the viewer plays along with contestants as they flex their mental muscles. ICE COLD CASH is a fun and fast-paced food-trivia show; it’s also unapologetically uncomplicated. Questions, answers, cash.

ICE COLD CASH

SUGAR SHOWDOWN
SUGAR SHOWDOWN is a fun and intense competition series that celebrates all things sweet and delicious. Three expert bakers enter the SUGAR SHOWDOWN studio and compete in episodes that feature cakes, pies, cupcakes or donuts. First, the competitors must make their best dessert incorporating one mystery ingredient. After three distinguished judges eliminate one competitor, the finalists must make creations based on a theme. One baker will be crowned the champion, winning bragging rights and $10,000.
GOOD TASTE: SOUTH ASIAN

Chef Aman Adatia takes us on an exotic culinary journey as he reinvents an array of classic South Asian dishes. Episode themes range from “Bollywood Movie Night” to “Bangladeshi Cuisine”.

GOOD TASTE: CHINESE

Host Ching Li takes audiences on a cultural excursion as she explores the best in Chinese cuisine while putting her own spin on fusion dishes and family favourites.

THE KNOW-IT-ALL GUIDE TO...

From the robot that measures the crunch of a dorito, to the fascinating Scoville Heat scale that accurately measures the spiciness of your hot sauce, the THE KNOW IT ALL GUIDE TO... uncovers all of the “are you kidding me?” facts, tricks, and taste-science that make our favourite foods so irresistible.
HOME CHEF TO PRO CHEF

HOME CHEF TO PRO CHEF gives one lucky amateur chef the opportunity to fulfill their fantasy of running a restaurant for a day. From prep to service, rookies must deliver on the high expectations of customers who are unaware of the change in management. Can the home chefs stand the heat of these pro kitchens? Or will they fail and be sent back to domesticity?

Celebrity chef Christine Cushing transforms terrible cooks into savvy, fearless chefs who can whip up tasty treats for their nearest and dearest.

Dive into this one-of-a-kind fish-to-feast series as we explore the most stunning locations in the South Pacific and turn unique catch into breathtaking culinary creations. Join Clarke Gayford as he, and some of the world’s best rodmen, offer tips and tricks for a successful expedition, and learn how to best prepare their awe-inspiring finds.

Chef Matt Basile hits the road on a culinary adventure, offering his own take on local cuisine in underground food markets, museums, the Texas Rodeo, and more.

New Season

FISH OF THE DAY

Dive into this one-of-a-kind fish-to-feast series as we explore the most stunning locations in the South Pacific and turn unique catch into breathtaking culinary creations. Join Clarke Gayford as he, and some of the world’s best rodmen, offer tips and tricks for a successful expedition, and learn how to best prepare their awe-inspiring finds.

Chef Matt Basile hits the road on a culinary adventure, offering his own take on local cuisine in underground food markets, museums, the Texas Rodeo, and more.

New Season

REBEL WITHOUT A KITCHEN

Chef Matt Basile hits the road on a culinary adventure, offering his own take on local cuisine in underground food markets, museums, the Texas Rodeo, and more.
TASTE OF THE COUNTRY
Danielle French and her team of visionaries design and execute rustic-chic dream events in the special setting of South Pond Farms. From the early morning hours when tasks are set, to the execution of creative projects, and the final hustle before guests arrive, we watch as Danielle and her team bring their clients’ farm party dreams to life.

HOME MADE
HOME MADE brings viewers to some of the most unusual structures in the world. Each episode explores a singular, unprecedented structure, designed completely outside the conventions of modern day architecture. Get to know the towns where they are located and the surprising people who built them.

HOLIDAY MAKEOVER
A team of holiday planning experts offer homemade crafting, decorating, and baking tips to people in need of help for their special occasions.

POST MY PARTY
Event planner Lynzie Kent guides party hosts through a series of handmade projects to create pinterest-inspired parties.

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
WHICH WOOF’S FOR ME?

With more than 190 breeds to choose from, how do you find that perfect companion? WHICH WOOF’S FOR ME? helps viewers pick that perfect pup. With stories from the owners who love them, and expert advice from trainers, groomers and veterinarians, learn which breeds work best for families, travellers, the elderly, and so much more...

ER VETS

Narrated by renowned singer/songwriter Jann Arden, ER VETS follows the stressful situations faced by veterinary professionals as they deal with emotional and sometimes joyful pet owners.

KITTEN 911

Helpless and abandoned stray cats and kittens live in peril from predators and disease. In this new series, frontline cat sanctuary volunteers save kitties in crisis in these heart-warming rescues, relocations and adoptions.

PICK A PUPPY

Go along for the ride as families visits various breeders, owners and animal shelters in an attempt to find the perfect puppy fit, discovering as much about themselves in the process as the breeds they’re exploring.
GUILTY RICH

GUILTY RICH brings viewers access to excess, like never before. Focused exclusively on stories where the uber-rich are in some way guilty, every episode pulls the curtain back on the money and privileged mentality that fueled each crime.

BROKE AND FAMOUS

With agents and managers mismanaging accounts, friends and relatives looking for hand-outs, and an increasing appetite for the finer things in life, it’s no wonder celebrities find themselves in financial crisis. BROKE AND FAMOUS tells the incredible real-life stories of how stars and their fortunes can be easily parted.

FAMOUS FEUDS

Celebrity feuds blow up on social media faster than anything else, and the current crop of stars seem more than happy to oblige. With an engaging mix of celebrity footage, punchy voice over, and recreations, FAMOUS FEUDS dishes up the shocking details surrounding Hollywood’s most public celebrity spats.

10 x 60’ HD Entertainment
Original Broadcaster: Reelz
Producer: Our House Media

6 x 60’ HD Crime, Investigation
Original Broadcaster: Investigation Discovery
Producer: CMJ Productions

10 x 60’ HD Entertainment
Original Broadcaster: Reelz
Producer: Our House Media

6 x 60’ HD Crime, Investigation
Original Broadcaster: Investigation Discovery
Producer: CMJ Productions

blueantinternational.com
CELEBRITY DAMAGE CONTROL

With commentary from public relations experts, pop culture examiners and lawyers, CELEBRITY DAMAGE CONTROL puts a spotlight on Hollywood’s most notorious scandals. From driving under the influence and shoplifting, to battery charges and soliciting prostitution, we take a look at the moments before the fall, and find out what some stars did to survive the upheaval.

Every accident has its consequences. But when a celebrity is involved, the aftershock ripples in ways no one can predict. Each episode of COLLISION COURSE dives into the scene of a car crash involving an iconic celebrity, and offers a moment-by-moment examination of the key factors that resulted in fatalities or life-changing injuries.

CELEBRITY LEGACIES

Investigating the estates left behind by some of Hollywood’s hottest celebs. Who tried to lay claims to the fortune - and who actually won? Which stars really died penniless, and who inherited their debts? Watch as the drama unfolds, and find out which celebrities are still making the “highest-paid” lists years after their death.

An investigation of terrifying tales of murder and mayhem on college campuses captured through dramatic reenactments and firsthand testimonials.

MURDER U

26 x 60’ HD
Entertainment
Original Broadcaster: Reelz
Producer: CMJ Productions

26 x 60’ HD
Entertainment
Original Broadcaster: Reelz
Producer: CMJ Productions

6 x 60’ HD
Crime, Investigation
Original Broadcasters: Investigation Discovery & T+E
Producer: Cream Productions
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATOR

With over six million traffic accidents each year in North America, collision expert Rusty Haight delves into the most haunting and devastating crashes. **ACCIDENT INVESTIGATOR** is a revealing, high impact series that deconstructs the scene of these fatal traffic accidents.

9 x 60’ HD
Science, Technology
Original Broadcaster: Discovery Health
Producer: CMJ Productions

BOOMTOWN ASIA

Asia’s urban population will be 3.3 billion in three decades, many of them living in fast-growing boomtowns. To future-proof these mega-metropolises, their brightest minds are creating innovations that could change how the rest of us live.

8 x 30’ HD
Reality
Original Broadcaster: Channel News Asia
Producer: Beach House Pictures

I WAITED TOO LONG

Self-diagnosis - whether to save time, or for fear of the results, it’s become a standard practice for most of us. Often the mysterious bump, bruise, or feeling goes away and life resumes as normal. But for some, ignoring an ailment ends with catastrophic consequences. Renovations leading to poison in the blood, an infected spot resulting in a skin cancer, an infection turning into paralysis: these may sound like urban legends, but these are the real life horror stories doctors see everyday… all because someone waited too long. This documentary series brings to life the most dreadful cases of everyday people who could have prevented their own misfortune, if only they had visited a doctor sooner.

14 x 60’ HD
Entertainment, Medical
Original Broadcaster: Canal Vie
Producer: Pixcom
Format Available
Deep in the Texas and Louisiana woods lurk giant ape-like creatures. A group of vets, ex-lawmen and hardcore woodsmen known as the Gulf Coast Bigfoot Research Organization (GCBRO) are on the hunt to protect the public, and harvest a specimen in hopes of proving that these creatures really do exist.

From policing in the murder capital of the US, to searching for bodies in an inferno, these RISK TAKERS earn their paycheques in ways most of us couldn’t - or wouldn’t - dare to attempt. Get to know some of the bravest and most adventurous people and professions in this action packed series.

Meet Paul Shull - rock ‘n’ roll promoter and expert swordsman. Joined by his experienced crack team of experts, Paul is in pursuit of North America’s finest military specimens and most collectable artifacts. He’s hellbent on finding them, and telling their remarkable stories.
WRECKING PLAN

Have you ever wondered what happens to old planes, or ones that are simply not fit to fly anymore? WRECKING PLAN, brings you unparalleled access into a world few know even exists. In extreme heat, surrounded by open air and toxic chemicals, a rag-tag team of rough men help to bring an end to former glories, as they dismantle some of the most used aircrafts in the world.

13 x 30’ HD
Reality, Observational Documentary
Producer: Hoplite Entertainment

BAD TRIP

BAD TRIP takes a closer look at perfectly planned family vacations that take a turn for the worse. These travellers have confronted the dark side of travel - and lived to tell the tale.

13 x 60’ HD
Travel
Original Broadcaster: Evasion QC
Producer: CMJ Productions

AIRPORT: BELOW ZERO

Go behind-the-scenes at the world’s fastest growing major airport and learn how the hardest working team in international travel manages to keep it all together. From extreme temperatures that threaten to shut down the entire airport, to strange and unusual traveller requests, follow the exploits of this 24/7 operation and see what it takes to get millions of passengers off the ground and on their way.

10 x 60’ HD
Reality, Travel
Original Broadcaster: History
Producer: Our House Media
Format Available
NEW ZEALAND HUNTER ADVENTURES

Father and son team Greg and Willie Duley chase magnificent game animals and birds in the most rugged and remote parts of New Zealand.

10 x 30’ HD
Lifestyle, Hunting
Original Broadcaster: Choice TV
Producer: New Zealand Hunter Magazine Ltd.

FREEDOM RIDERS

Presented by world-renowned travel writer and diehard biker Charley Boorman, FREEDOM RIDERS is a turbo-injected travel series that celebrates biking culture as well as man and motorcycle on the move. His mission often takes him into some of Asia’s most exhilarating high-octane biking events that put his riding skills to the test.

6 x 30’ HD
Reality, Travel
Original Broadcaster: Fox Sports
Producer: Beach House Pictures

ENDLESS YARD SALE SHOWDOWN

ENDLESS YARD SALE SHOWDOWN turns yard sale bargain-hunting into an exciting competition, as three teams race to find the best hidden treasures, bargains and steals, and be crowned ENDLESS YARD SALE SHOWDOWN champion.

8 x 60’ HD
Lifestyle, Transactional
Original Broadcasters: HGTV & Makeful
Producer: Our House Media
Format Available

WILD RIDE

15 adventure-seeking backpackers travel by Tuk Tuk across South East Asia to reach Thailand’s legendary Full Moon Party.

16 x 30’ HD
Adventure, Reality, Travel
Original Broadcaster: MTV
Producer: Nomadic Nation

FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

blueantinternational.com
BACKROAD BOUNTY

How many treasures can you uncover out in the country? In BACKROAD BOUNTY, antique experts Marty and Bam Bam take you on a tour of only the best undiscovered vintage gems—think everything from antique furniture to forgotten family heirlooms. Hear the stories behind each piece, and get insight into their value.

CABIN TRUCKERS

There’s a dream home—and there’s a dream location. CABIN TRUCKERS follows the incredible efforts of a moving team as they haul colossal cabins to remote, picturesque locations. Watch as an expert team navigates through extremely rocky, mountainous terrain, delivering precious cargo to thrilled homeowners.

THE LIQUIDATOR

THE LIQUIDATOR offers a ringside seat to Jeff Schwarz’s fast paced, high-stakes, buy-and-sell world. From checking out the goods, to making the deal and finding a buyer, we see it all and it isn’t always pretty.
Chilling accounts of current and former government officials, pilots, astronauts and astrophysicists reveal new evidence of UFO contact ranging from deep space to our deep seas. UFOs: THE LOST EVIDENCE will shed light on an unsettling possibility... that man’s contact with UFOs is deeper and far more reaching than ever imagined. Why are they here? Is there a master plan?

Prepare for a journey into some of the most terrifying stories imaginable as ordinary people take us inside the scariest night of their lives, re-living shocking and truly frightening supernatural encounters. Powerful recreations filled with twists and turns, this series takes viewers on an unforgettable paranormal ride.
NATIONAL PARK SECRETS AND LEGENDS

Mysterious things happen out in the wilderness, past the well-traveled campgrounds, hikes and scenery. NATIONAL PARK SECRETS AND LEGENDS takes you into the unexplored areas of some of North America’s largest landmarks. Horrific catastrophes, occult murders and UFO phenomena are among the bone-chilling stories that make this series one of the scariest shows on television.

HAUNTED CASE FILES

North America’s leading ghost hunters and mediums unseal their case files for the first time to reveal their most terrifying investigations.

13 x 60’ HD Paranormal
Original Broadcasters: Destination America & T+E
Producer: Out House Media
Format Available

BOOGEYMEN

Popular urban legends come to life in a haunting cross-country adventure that delves into the history and real-life experiences in some of the spookiest places on earth.

26 x 60’ HD Paranormal
Original Broadcasters: Evasion QC
Producer: CMJ Productions
Format Available

NATIONAL PARK SECRETS AND LEGENDS

Mysterious things happen out in the wilderness, past the well-traveled campgrounds, hikes and scenery. NATIONAL PARK SECRETS AND LEGENDS takes you into the unexplored areas of some of North America’s largest landmarks. Horrific catastrophes, occult murders and UFO phenomena are among the bone-chilling stories that make this series one of the scariest shows on television.

20 x 30’ HD Paranormal
Original Broadcasters: Travel Channel & T+E
Producer: Galafilm
Format Available
PARANORMAL SURVIVOR

Do you believe in ghosts, poltergeists, and demons? PARANORMAL SURVIVOR will take you through terrifying real-life encounters with the supernatural. Hear from those who’ve faced these feared spirits and watch dramatic recreations that lure people back to the scenes of these harrowing confrontations.

40 x 60’ HD Paranormal
Original Broadcaster: T+E
Producer: Our House Media
Format Available

New Season

EVIL ENCOUNTERS

EVIL ENCOUNTERS is a spine-chilling docudrama series that shares the harrowing paranormal stories that occur in America’s vast rural heartland. Some of the most isolated and stunning wilderness on the planet can be found in our backwoods. But the beauty has a dark underbelly. From ghosts to alien visitors, criminals to Bigfoot, each episode chronicles three unnerving experiences of those who have come into contact with sinister entities in the unforgiving woods.

12 x 60’ HD Paranormal
Original Broadcaster: T+E & Sky
Producer: Cream Productions
Format Available

Paranormal
Original Broadcaster: T+E
Producer: Our House Media
Format Available
GET CONNECTED

Technology is everywhere and it can be overwhelming. From gadgets to apps and everything in between, GET CONNECTED takes the mystery out of technology with engaging product reviews, thought provoking discussions, and informative how-to features. GET CONNECTED gives audiences the confidence they need to enhance their lives at home and at the office. Join Mike, AJ, Sherry and Andy on weekly adventures into the world of digital living!
ORANGUTAN
JUNGLE SCHOOL

A docu-soap following the hilarious antics, triumphs, and tragedies of a gang of orphan orangutans as they progress through a unique forest school system. They don’t know it yet, but these curious youngsters are destined for great things if they graduate from this school with a difference...the chance to live free in the wild. Along the way they endure all the embarrassments, tears, tantrums and teenage crushes that come with growing up orangutan.

10 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife

Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: NHNZ
Estimated Delivery: September 2018
The islands of New Zealand are home to an entirely unique menagerie of creatures. It is a place where the normal rules don’t apply - the birds can’t fly, a small, ancient lizard is a top predator, parrots play in snowy mountain meadows and penguins roam the streets. Seals battle on the beaches, albatrosses soar on the air currents and a monster movie plays out in miniature among the dense undergrowth of this lush, vital land.

Award-winning natural history film team Dereck and Beverly Joubert take us on an remarkable journey, revealing five of Southern Africa’s most iconic trees and the unique repertoire of animals, insects, birds and environmental elements that have created their own roots in and around these majestic shelters.
MADAGASCAR’S LEGENDARY LEMURS

Madagascar teems with wildlife, including 103 species of weird and wonderful lemurs. Here are the stories of the more idiosyncratic of them—and the characters they live with, including the cat-like fossa, the predatory carnivore that stalks them.

Life on the Reef

The Great Barrier Reef is one of the world’s most complex natural ecosystems and home to a stunning array of animals. LIFE ON THE REEF presents unique stories of the people who live there and work together to maintain this precious paradise.

When Sharks Attack

Sharks, those perfect aquatic predators and occupiers of the top place in the ocean’s food chain, are the subject of dread, fear and fascination for many people. WHEN SHARKS ATTACK profiles the ‘big three’ of the shark world—the bull shark, the tiger shark and the white shark—and investigates how and why sharks attack people.

Coastal Africa

Africa’s opposite shores converge at its southern tip, creating an environment bursting with vibrant marine life. Watch as brown fur seals, African penguins and sea turtles share this ocean paradise with great white sharks, dolphins, humpbacks and countless schools of fish in COASTAL AFRICA.
DEADLY AUSTRALIANS

DEADLY AUSTRALIANS takes an up close and personal look at the secret lives of Australia’s most notorious - and sometimes little known - killers, including the world’s most venemous snakes, deadly jellyfish, monster crocs, and venom-laden spiders.

AFRICA’S CLAWS AND JAWS

From the razor sharp teeth of the great white shark, to the lightning fast strike of a black mamba, we explore some of the most dangerous animals known to man. While some use their overwhelming strength to overpower enemies, others use lethal venom. This is the story of attack and defend, predator and prey and the urge to kill or be killed.

4 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

Produced in association with:

Blue Ant International
MACRO WORLDS

There is a giant jungle of tiny animals to be discovered. Unearth the phenomenally diverse world of insects and the crucial role they play in the ecosystems across Europe. Learn how small scale predators impact their environments in a major way and see how the tiniest of creatures prepare for their annual end of the world: winter.

AUSTRALIA’S HIDDEN ISLANDS

Islands built entirely on shifting sands or carved from rock, moon dancing red crabs and strange marsupials, ancient migrations and never ending battles: These are the stories of tiny gems, extraordinary islands that thrive in splendid isolation off the coast of Australia.

OVER AUSTRALIA

A sweeping aerial exploration of the oldest continent on the planet reveals how a diversity of unique wildlife has adapted to the developing mosaic of habitats: from the arid desert, to southern islands and up the Great Dividing Range that separates the interior from the east coast.

4 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Wildbear Productions

2 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Wildbear Productions

3 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Taglicht Media

3 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Taglicht Media

4 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Wildbear Productions

blueantinternational.com
REWILDING

Nature and wildlife in Europe is in a state of dramatic change. Once extinct species are being reintroduced into the countryside with fascinating results. This series discovers these new, yet ancient wildernesses on the continent that we know so well. REWILDING follows the newly reintroduced animals as they try to navigate their way through the wilds of Europe and rediscover their rightful home.

BRAZIL UNTAMED

Travel to Brazil’s Pantanal, a lush wetland of unimaginable biodiversity where the struggle for survival plays out in extreme seasonal changes and battles with fierce predators.

GREAT PARKS OF AFRICA

Experience exhilarating cliff-side vistas, stunning succulent flora, vast arid deserts, lush wetlands and amazing animal populations across more than four million hectares of parkland in GREAT PARKS OF AFRICA. This six-part series illustrates the remarkable diversity of the continent’s epic parks.

10 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Handel Productions

11 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

3 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Taglicht Media
BABY ANIMALS

With their big eyes and their wobbly first steps, baby animals are irresistible. From infant elephants to rambunctious rhinos, watch how nature nurtures its young as they eat, sleep and play their way to adulthood.

THE BIG FEED

Learn about the animals we adore by watching what and how they eat. THE BIG FEED goes behind the scenes into the world’s top zoos to witness what it takes to feed thousands of animals a day. From sea lions and pandas to lions and gorillas, each animal has its own tastes, preferences and nutritional needs. It’s like feeding a small city each and every day.

WILD CASTLES

Discover Europe’s great historic sites anew. Visit five famous castles and the natural world around them. Whether at the Mediterranean salt ponds or the wild caves of Slovenia, see nature’s surprising and extraordinary contributions to the rise and fall of notorious empires.

13 x 30’ HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Media

13 x 30’ HD
Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Blue Ant Media in association with Smithsonian Channel
MYSTERIES OF THE MEKONG

The Mekong basin is one of the richest areas of biodiversity in the world, yet one of the most undiscovered. 20,000 plant species, 430 mammals, 1,200 birds, 800 reptiles and amphibians, and an estimated 850 freshwater fish species, are found in this very remote Asian region. A not-to-be-missed wildlife series that will truly be a feast for the eyes.

LAND OF PRIMATES

Africa is home to the widest range of primates in the world. From lemurs and bush babies to tarsiers and pottos, and most famous of them all, apes and monkeys. Join us as we profile some of the cutest, cleverest and most charismatic animals on the continent.

ANIMAL EMPIRES

Journey to the beautiful and dangerous places that play host to wildlife’s migrations and congregations. Loud and full of life, watch herds, flocks and schools of creatures gather in these extraordinary ANIMAL EMPIRES to feed, mate and survive.
ARABIAN INFERNO

The parched and barren landscape of the Arabian Peninsula offers a vivid backdrop for life in the harsh desert. Water is scarce and death due to the extreme heat is common, yet a natural world continues to flourish. Follow some of the desert’s most iconic creatures and learn the unique ways in which they’ve adapted to the stark conditions around them.
ANIMAL SENSES

From the earliest primitive life forms to sophisticated animals like mammals, primates and birds, animals have evolved powerful senses to perceive their environment. They have developed senses which can turn mechanical waves, airborne particles, and photons into information that helps animals find food, shelter, mates, and communicate with each other. ANIMAL SENSES traces the evolutionary history of those senses.
Join veteran safari guide Jean Du Plessis as he takes you on an exhilarating trip through the Serengeti with migrating wildebeest. With incredible never-before-seen access, viewers are taken on an expedition of a lifetime as this two-million strong herd embarks on an 800 km, year-long journey of survival.

The exotic island of Madagascar is home to some of the weirdest and most wonderful creatures in the world. LAND OF GREMLINS explores the island’s extensive evolutionary history and reveals the array of extraordinary animals in this true wildlife Eden.

In the shadow of Mount Kenya lies one of the most spectacular and busy game reserves in East Africa. The Lewa Reserve is home to fifteen thousand animals, including some of the rarest and most dangerous on earth. Follow the conservancy staff as they brave some very extreme challenges in order to make sure wild Africa’s greatest treasures live on.

Live through the incredible and extreme seasonal changes that shape the VALLEY OF FLOOD AND FIRE and challenge the multitude of animals that call it home.
This exciting, character-based behavioural series follows a colourful array of species as they are born, mature and have families of their own. From bush babies finding their independence, to leaders of the pack stepping down after a long and relentless reign, learn how African wildlife navigate the various stages of the circle of life.

AFRICA’S HUNTERS
New Season
We return to Zambia, where new leaders have emerged. An audacious, three-year old leopard has won her first territory but is mercilessly challenged by older rivals. Meanwhile, our misfit lion cub has found his place in the pride and befriends a starry-eyed new cub who needs to do the same. Across the valley, a hyena cub born into power struggles to maintain her position.

TALES FROM ZAMBIA
New Season
Zambia is home to some of the world’s most exotic wildlife. From elephants to eagles and baboons to hippos, this collection of films features a range of different species, exploring their fascinating behaviour and taking viewers on a virtual safari into some of the wildest and most beautiful habitats on Earth.

12 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

15 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

3 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions
UNTAMED VALLEY
The Luangwa Valley wetlands are host to a variety of species in constant struggle for dominance. A rich mosaic of ebony forests and grassy plains, it’s home to a vast array of colourful species including carmine-bee-eaters, hyenas, lions, vultures, crocodiles and insects such as praying mantis. This series follows the challenges the valley’s wildlife must overcome during the long dry season as they await the life-giving rains.

UNTAMED VALLEY explores some of the Valley’s most diverse habitats and tells the dramatic stories of the characters and communities that compete for territory and survival.

GUARDIANS OF THE WILD
Some of Zambia’s most amazing species – elephants, lions, wild dogs and hyenas – are also the hardest to study. This series follows the day-to-day challenges facing conservationists and scientists working in the Zambian wilderness as they discover new insights into some of Africa’s most charismatic animals.

THE BIG DRY
The Luangwa Valley in Zambia is one of Africa’s last great wildernesses. A rich mosaic of ebony forests and grassy plains, it’s home to a vast array of colourful species including carmine-bee-eaters, hyenas, lions, vultures, crocodiles and insects such as praying mantis. This series follows the challenges the valley’s wildlife must overcome during the long dry season as they await the life-giving rains.

3 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

3 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

3 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

8 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

NATURE & WILDLIFE
NATURE & WILDLIFE

blueantinternational.com

blueantinternational.com
WILD SURVIVOR

Africa’s animals display an incredible diversity – countless species have evolved into endless shapes, colours and sizes. Each has its own solutions to day-to-day problems and each behaves differently in its quest to eat, mate and survive. WILD SURVIVOR takes a look at the relationship between animal and environment, and reveals the various ways each impacts the other’s survival.

OL PEJETA DIARIES

Take a rare glimpse behind the gates of Ol Pejeta – one of Africa’s largest game reserves – and meet the wildlife, conservancy staff and the trophy hunters who pay to play.

VOLCANIC ODYSSEYS

Travel to the places where the Earth’s inner fury explodes. In this fascinating and adrenaline-fuelled exploration of the globe’s mightiest mountains, fearless adventurers travel to the most eruptive volcanoes on the planet.
Perhaps Australia’s most iconic creature of all, the koala, can face surprising challenges. These highly specialized, tree-dwelling marsupials are in a constant battle for survival as they contend with predators, human interference and a depleting food supply. Learn how Koalas continue to adapt to their ever-changing environments and find out what they’re doing to replenish their decreasing population.
Close to the cool highlands of the Snowy Mountains in South East Australia, lies an enchanted secret world where very special creatures, the wombats, make their home. Shy and elusive, the wombats may appear to be hidden from view – but this quiet wood is alive with scenes of marsupial friendship, new life, burrow hopping and wombat disagreements.

Australia’s most famous furry face, the kangaroo, is profiled in this hop-along series, featuring the eastern grey kangaroo colonies of Sundown National Park in Queensland and the coastal resort of Anglesea in Victoria. Learn about their mob-mentality, breeding rules, social hierarchies and experience life as a wide-eyed joey.

A vast island continent of almost three million square miles, Australia’s splendid seclusion has made it home to some of the most extraordinary animals on the planet. Meet Australia’s unique animals; from pouch breeding marsupials and big birds to bats and terrifying reptiles.

With 600 animal species, nine distinct habitats and two contrasting seasons, the Florida Everglades is an ecosystem unlike any other. In SEASONS OF THE WILD explore the climate and creatures of these constantly evolving wetlands.

SECRET LIFE OF THE WOMBAT

SECRET LIFE OF THE KANGAROO

SECRETS OF WILD AUSTRALIA

SEASONS OF THE WILD

SECRET LIFE of the WOMBAT

SECRET LIFE of the KANGAROO

SECRETS OF WILD AUSTRALIA

SEASONS OF THE WILD

2 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

3 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

7 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

2 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Pyramid Productions

2 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

3 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blink Films

2 x 60’ 4K & HD Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Pyramid Productions
ARABIAN SEAS

Discover the remarkable underwater world of the United Arab Emirates and the largely unexplored coral reefs of Oman. Barely known to the rest of the world, this aquatic paradise is home to thousands of fascinating creatures who are pitched in a battle for survival.

REEF WRECKS

There are more than three million known shipwreck sites in the world. Some hold riches, while others reveal lost history. But the most spectacular wrecks are the ones that simply refuse to die. They are known as REEF WRECKS.

AFRICA’S UNDERWATER WONDERS

Our planet is made up of seemingly countless seas and oceans, yet to this day so many of their enigmas remain unexplored. AFRICA’S UNDERWATER WONDERS’ cameras dive into the depths unlike ever before to explore the treasure trove of fauna, flora and vital ecosystems that make their home under the sea.
GREAT BLUE WILD

The wildest adventures of the world’s greatest dive shops are revealed in their own underwater video footage. Hear stories from the dive shop pros as they encounter massive humpbacks, majestic manta rays, spectacular schools of fish and menacing sharks.

6 x 30’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Media

6 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

6 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Media

ATTACK AND DEFEND

Watch indisputable apex predators and unassuming-but-lethal prey wage war in nature’s daily battle royale as those who attack and those who defend use specialized skills in their fight to live another day.

AFRICA’S HIDDEN KINGDOMS

AFRICA’S HIDDEN KINGDOMS explores the wonders of the most primitive plant and wildlife biomes found in Africa. See the flower carpets of Namaqualand and the southern right whales that mate off the coast of the De Hoop Nature Reserve, as you revel in the beautiful, ancient and bizarre world of South Africa’s wildlife kingdoms.
**EXTREME AFRICA**

Africa’s diverse terrain is as awesome as it is deadly. With scalding volcanic fields, scorched-earth deserts, and violent waterways, discover what lives in some of the world’s most inhospitable places and see how these species have adapted to thrive where others would perish.

6 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Off The Fence

---

**WILD ISRAEL**

Discover a rich and diverse landscape, almost entirely untouched by man. Featuring some of the world’s most unique variety of species that have traveled from Africa, Asia and Europe and natural phenomena found nowhere else in the world, WILD ISRAEL takes you on a breathtaking journey atop the highest peaks and lowest valleys and reveals Israel’s best kept ecological secrets.

5 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Ananey Communications

---

**AMERICA OVER THE EDGE**

AMERICA OVER THE EDGE blazes a trail along an incredible frontier - an aerial journey high above the features that define the United States - tracing one of the most diverse coastal landscapes in the world and revealing a wealth of treasures.

13 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

---

blueant
international.com
UNDISCOVERED VISTAS
reveals some of the most beautiful places in the world. From the sun-soaked islands of the Bahamas to the magnificent volcanoes of the Chilean desert, spectacular aerial vistas uncover the planet’s geographic wonders.

THE LIVING BEACH
Where do waves come from and why are they always parallel to the shore, no matter which way the shore faces? THE LIVING BEACH highlights the world’s most unique and amazing beaches and reveals how physics, nature and our own interactions contribute to the creation and evolution of these coastlines.

UNDISCOVERED VISTAS
6 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

WILD WILD EAST
Using the latest in technology, this series journeys to the North American maritime woods and waters, a legendary land-of-plenty that is unrivaled in natural beauty and diversity.

WILD WILD EAST
14 x 30’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

NEW SEASON
17 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Media
OCEAN PARKS

Bursting with all the color, life and natural beauty of the underwater world, OCEAN PARKS explores spectacular protected marine habitats and showcases the incredible wildlife living above and below the surface.

WATERWORLD AFRICA

With freshwater forests, saline lakes and diverse deltas, Africa boasts some of the most important wetlands and rivers in the world. Discover what lurks beneath the surfaces of the Congo River and Botswana’s Okavango Delta and see who’s travelled to get a drink from precious but perilous floodplains. From tigerfish to hydrating hippos, you’ve never seen Africa like this.

SHARK SQUAD

Portrayed as mindless killers by the media and victimized by reckless overfishing, sharks are under threat globally. In some of the most-remote regions on the planet, researchers dive deep and brave danger to unlock secret shark behaviours, challenge myths about sharks and fight for the protection of these supreme predators - before it’s too late.
A PARK FOR ALL SEASONS

Get a bird's-eye view of nature’s beauty as you soar high above the pristine forests and towering mountain ranges of the world’s most stunning national parks.

31 x 30’ HD | 1 x 60’ Special HD
Nature, Travel
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Media

CANADA OVER THE EDGE

This aerial documentary features Canada, with the most expansive coastline on Earth and the world’s longest, undefended border.

52 x 60’ HD | 1 x 90’ Special HD
Nature, Travel
Original Broadcaster: Smithsonian Channel
Producer: Arcadia Entertainment

ARCTIC SECRETS

Journey to the most remote Arctic landscapes at the height of its summer and witness the region’s most majestic creatures as they complete their migrations and bring new life into the world. Using remote camera technology, ARCTIC SECRETS explores this land through spectacular and never-before-seen, aerial panoramas.

8 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: White Pine Pictures
ALASKAN SUMMER
Shot in extraordinary HDR, ALASKAN SUMMER reveals the vibrance and majesty of the US’s most northern state. From the breathtaking coves, bays and inlets that showcase the rugged beauty of Baranof Island, to the Glacier Bay where Humpback and Killer whales navigate the calm waters among towering glaciers and soaring mountains, this is an Alaskan journey like no other.

JAGO: A LIFE UNDER WATER
Meet Rohani, an 80 year old hunter who hobbles around on land but dives like a fish, descending to great depths and stalks his prey like a true underwater predator.

MEET THE PENGUINS
From rescue to release, join the dedicated staff at the Sanccob Seabird Rescue Centre as they nurture the loveable and quirky penguins in their care.

1 x 60’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Underdog Films in Association with Fantomline Pictures, Vistaar Productions & James Morgan Films

8 x 30’ HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Animal Planet
Producer: Blink Films

ALASKAN SUMMER
Shot in extraordinary HDR, ALASKAN SUMMER reveals the vibrance and majesty of the US’s most northern state. From the breathtaking coves, bays and inlets that showcase the rugged beauty of Baranof Island, to the Glacier Bay where Humpback and Killer whales navigate the calm waters among towering glaciers and soaring mountains, this is an Alaskan journey like no other.

8 x 30’ HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Animal Planet
Producer: Blink Films

1 x 60’ HDR + 4K + HD
Nature, Wildlife
Original Broadcaster: Love Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Media

blueantinternational.com
HOPE FOR WILDLIFE
Hope Swinimer, her staff and volunteers rescue, rehabilitate and release thousands of animals each year – while struggling to make ends meet. HOPE FOR WILDLIFE is an emotionally charged look at what goes wrong when humans encroach on the natural environment. There isn’t always a happy ending, but there is always Hope.

WILD ROCKIES
WILD ROCKIES gets you up close and personal with the animals who have made the iconic Rocky Mountains their home. Witness wild horses living in the desert-like surroundings of the Okanagan Valley and grizzly bears batting salmon out of the glacier-fed rivers. WILD ROCKIES tells the stories of the incredible creatures living among the peaks and valleys of this majestic landscape.
David McCallum was a 16-year-old kid from the mean streets of Brooklyn when he went to prison for a crime he didn’t commit. David has been incarcerated longer than Canadian filmmaker Ray Klonsky has been alive. But Klonsky has spent the last 10 years doing everything he can to help get David out of jail. Why? Because when Ray was a troubled teenager, David helped him turn his life around. Their unlikely bond turns this gut-wrenching wrongful conviction story into a transformative film about going the distance for what you believe.
Once known as Houdini for his multiple and improbable jailbreaks, Mark DeFriest was condemned to Florida’s worst prison after a lone psychiatrist reversed the previous diagnosis of four court appointed psychiatrists and declared that Mark was faking mental illness. Over 30 years later, Mark is still struggling to understand how to survive a rigid and unforgiving system, while his remaining supporters forge an unlikely alliance to argue for his freedom.

THE RAWSIDE OF...

is an in-depth documentary series that follows artists and bands as they navigate the music industry. Watch as each episode goes behind the scenes and shows the musicians in their own environments and in places not normally seen by the public eye. These artists are making it work in an industry that’s notoriously hard to break - but how do they do it?

6 x 30’ HD
Arts & Entertainment
Original Broadcaster: The Movie Network
Producer: Fifth Ground Entertainment

8 x 30’ HD
Arts & Entertainment
Original Broadcaster: The Movie Network
Producer: Fifth Ground Entertainment

THE MIND OF MARK DEFRIST

Once known as Houdini for his multiple and improbable jailbreaks, Mark DeFriest was condemned to Florida’s worst prison after a lone psychiatrist reversed the previous diagnosis of four court appointed psychiatrists and declared that Mark was faking mental illness. Over 30 years later, Mark is still struggling to understand how to survive a rigid and unforgiving system, while his remaining supporters forge an unlikely alliance to argue for his freedom.
CANADA: THE STORY OF US

Ground-breaking CGI and a cast of celebrity interviews takes us inside Canada’s biggest stories in a celebration of its transformative history and uniquely diverse identity.

10 x 60’ HD
Human Interest
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: Bristow Global Media

THE COWBOY

Experience a thrilling ride through the American West as immortalized by some of Hollywood’s biggest stars and directors throughout cinematic history.

2 x 45’ HD | 1 x 90’ HD
Arts & Entertainment
Original Broadcaster: American Heroes Channel
Producer: Network Entertainment

WHO KILLED GANDHI?

WHO KILLED GANDHI? is the definitive inquiry into the assassination of Mahatma Gandhi, apostle of peace. The film is guided by the killer’s great-grandson as numerous attempts on Gandhi’s life are recalled and a multilayered conspiracy unfolds; implicating men from every strata of Indian society.

2 x 60’ HD | 1 x 90’ HD
History, Human Interest
Original Broadcaster: Vision TV
Producer: Karma Films

I AM WHAT I PLAY

Profiling four DJs in major markets during the 1960s to 1980s, this series looks at their relationships with musicians and fans and how they reinvented themselves as the medium changed.

1 x 90’ HD
Arts & Culture, Music
Original Broadcaster: Documentary Channel
Producer: Distraction Entertainment

HIGH IMPACT DOCUMENTARIES

blueantinternational.com

blueantinternational.com
HOW THE WORLD ENDS

Exploring some of the most widely-held doomsday forecasts and their impending timeline to destruction. From the natural, to the religious, to the astrophysical, this series brings viewers the science, history, and people behind each theory, while probing for evidence for and against each scenario.

HAIL MARY

HAIL MARY follows the struggles and sacrifices of six young football prospects as they battle to keep their pro football dreams alive by competing for a spot with the Edmonton Eskimos. It’s a heartwarming—and sometimes heartbreakingly-portrait of determined young men trying to beat the steepest odds of their lives.

11 x 30’ HD
Reality
Original Broadcaster: City TV
Producer: Anaid Productions

DINO HUNT

The world’s best palaeontologists reveal prehistoric mysteries by using CGI technology to bring dinosaurs “back-to-life.” DINO HUNT offers a unique glimpse into the birth and death of the largest beasts to ever walk the Earth.

4 x 60’ HD
History, Science
Original Broadcaster: History
Producer: Cream Productions

HOW THE WORLD ENDS

6 x 60’ HD
History
Original Broadcaster: American Heroes & T+E
Producer: CMJ Productions
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**MAN HUNT**

Former Zoo-keeper Hayden Turner heads to various parts of the world to immerse himself in the indigenous people’s culture and way of life.

**MEGAFACTORIES**

Bundaberg Distillery is 125 years-old and not only surviving, but flourishing. How has this happened? We’ll look at the culture, the processes, the innovation and the community that make Bundaberg Rum one of the top tourist attractions in Queensland, Australia.

**MYSTERY OF CHINA: LOST CITY OF JINSHA**

Archaeologist Agnes Hsu, a director of New York-based China Institute goes on a quest to answer one of ancient China’s most beguiling mysteries. An ancient kingdom based in Sichuan has been uncovered. Found at Jinsha - an excavation site in a Chengdu suburb - are a gold mask, bronze masks, jade daggers, and tons of ivories. Who were these people? What did they believe in? And why did they bury such exquisite objects along with their dead? All these will be answered in this one-hour documentary.
SECRET HISTORY OF THE COTTAGE

To celebrate Canada’s 150th birthday, this documentary tells the history of “going to the cottage,” a national tradition. Cottage country attracts those on a quest for the soothing powers of its natural landscape, the feeling of slowing down and getting away. Using vintage photos, archival film, and original shooting, we look at who cottagers are and what they do—the myths and the legends—and how cottages and “cottaging” have evolved over time.

1 x 30’ HD
Lifestyle, Home
Original Broadcaster: Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Media

SECRET HISTORY OF KNITTING

Knot just for scarves, discover the world of knitting and its very many uses throughout history— including record and timekeeping, World War II spy coding, and even as a symbol of political revolution. Film archive, cut-out animation, line drawings, graphics, historical art and posters, and re-enactments bring a fresh approach to this fascinating documentary special.

1 x 60’ HD
Lifestyle, History
Original Broadcaster: Makeful
Producer: Blue Ant Media

HOW WE GOT GAY

HOW WE GOT GAY tells the incredible story of how gay men and women went from being the ultimate outsiders to occupying the halls of power, with a profound influence on our cultural, political and social lives.

1 x 60’ HD
Human Interest
Original Broadcaster: CBC
Producer: madHive Media
GOALIE: LIFE AND DEATH IN THE CREASE

The NHL’s legendary “Cowboy” goaltender, Clint Malarchuk’s life flies off the rails after a player’s skate cuts his jugular vein and he barely survives bleeding to death on the ice, only to later shoot a bullet in his head while battling an anxiety disorder that led to booze, pill-popping and attempted suicide.

HUBBLES CANVAS

HUBBLES CANVAS presents the outer limits of space in unwavering clarity, as the Hubble Telescope transmits stunning images of the globe from high above Earth’s atmosphere.

COSMIC VISTAS

This visually breathtaking series offers a new perspective on our solar system and its host of alien worlds, with vast new terrain ready to be explored.

GOALIE: LIFE AND DEATH IN THE CREASE

The NHL’s legendary “Cowboy” goaltender, Clint Malarchuk’s life flies off the rails after a player’s skate cuts his jugular vein and he barely survives bleeding to death on the ice, only to later shoot a bullet in his head while battling an anxiety disorder that led to booze, pill-popping and attempted suicide.

HUBBLES CANVAS presents the outer limits of space in unwavering clarity, as the Hubble Telescope transmits stunning images of the globe from high above Earth’s atmosphere.

COSMIC VISTAS

This visually breathtaking series offers a new perspective on our solar system and its host of alien worlds, with vast new terrain ready to be explored.

GOALIE: LIFE AND DEATH IN THE CREASE

The NHL’s legendary “Cowboy” goaltender, Clint Malarchuk’s life flies off the rails after a player’s skate cuts his jugular vein and he barely survives bleeding to death on the ice, only to later shoot a bullet in his head while battling an anxiety disorder that led to booze, pill-popping and attempted suicide.
When it comes to dating, truth is a hell of a lot stranger than fiction. These unbelievable, uproarious and cringe-worthy dating stories will have you rolling on the floor and dying to see what happens next. These are not the manufactured dates you see on most reality shows. These are real dating stories, told by real people, and vividly brought to life with all the drama, romance and comedy they deserve!

THE BRIEF

Starring Jesse Rath (Defiance, Being Human) and David Reale (Suits, Skins, Mean Girls), THE BRIEF follows the strained relationship between a quirky copywriter and an eccentric art director as they wade through the clichés of the advertising world.

4 x 6’ HD
Scripted, Comedy
Producer: Original Inc.

PRANK YOU

Nothing is sacred and no one is safe. Join the prank squad as they embark on the most wildly inventive and absurd pranks ever seen on television. If you thought Punk’d was elaborate, wait until you see how far the scheming hosts of PRANK YOU will go to one-up each other. No shame and no mercy are the only rules, and if you are “in” on the joke, chances are, it is just the beginning.

6 x 10’ HD
Comedy, Clip Show
Original Commissioner: B-Hive TV
Producer: Blue Ant Media

TRUE DATING STORIES

When it comes to dating, truth is a hell of a lot stranger than fiction. These unbelievable, uproarious and cringe-worthy dating stories will have you rolling on the floor and dying to see what happens next. These are not the manufactured dates you see on most reality shows. These are real dating stories, told by real people, and vividly brought to life with all the drama, romance and comedy they deserve!
**PARANORMAL SURVIVOR: EVIL SURROUNDS YOU**

*uses 360 degree technology to induce spine-tingling fear in this collection of 6 shorts. Whether it's looking for the fuse box in the basement or checking in on a sleeping child at night, each short gives viewers an opportunity to search rooms and unlock paranormal entities. This is paranormal content with a panoramic scare.*

---

**HOME CHEF TO PRO CHEF**

In these digital shorts, out professional chefs show us how we can make the dishes that have made their restaurants famous right in our own homes.

---

**PROJECTS IN THE HOUSE**

With a little imagination, reno masters and sports fanatics Kevin and Andrew transform household objects into DIY sports equipment and backyard games.

---

**PARANORMAL SURVIVOR: EVIL SURROUNDS YOU**
CAMP ZAMBIA SHORTS
A collection of behind-the-scenes shorts featuring the Plimsoll production team as they capture extraordinary moments between themselves and the wildlife surrounding their camp.

BORNEO WILDLIFE RESCUE
Deep in Borneo’s jungles lies a colorful cast of characters who have banded together at the front line of wildlife conservation. Comprised of vets and rangers, this elite team operates under the heading of Sabah’s Wildlife Rescue Unit (WRU). Their primary mission is to manage the increasing human-animal conflict and protect Borneo’s unique and vulnerable species against the steady creep of agriculture and human development.

6 x 3-5’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Producer: Scoobazoo

WILD MOVES
WILD MOVES uses stunning 4K slow motion to capture the powerful feats that are otherwise too fast for the human eye to catch. Marvel at the fierce flight of a hunting Peregrine Falcon, the fastest animal on Earth, and watch as a cunning chameleon chases its prey.

6 x 3-5’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Producer: Blue Ant Media

CAMP ZAMBIA SHORTS

Blueantinternational.com

10 x 3-5’ 4K & HD
Nature, Wildlife
Producer: Plimsoll Productions

DIGITAL STUDIOS
GREAT TRAILS OF ALBERTA
Real-time journeys through some of the most dramatic and historically significant scenery in Canada. With iconic drives from Banff to Jasper, and Calgary to Banff, witness breathtaking views and wildlife seen nowhere else in the world.

ALASKAN SHORTS
Experience Alaska’s Tongass National forest, home to an array of iconic creatures, including bald eagles, orcas, and the world’s largest brown and black bear population.

ANIMALOGIC
Hosted by award-winning scientific illustrator Danielle Dufault, this weekly educational YouTube series examines what makes different animals amazing.
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Hosted by award-winning scientific illustrator Danielle Dufault, this weekly educational YouTube series examines what makes different animals amazing.
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Experience Alaska’s Tongass National forest, home to an array of iconic creatures, including bald eagles, orcas, and the world’s largest brown and black bear population.

ANIMALOGIC
Hosted by award-winning scientific illustrator Danielle Dufault, this weekly educational YouTube series examines what makes different animals amazing.

GREAT TRAILS OF ALBERTA
Real-time journeys through some of the most dramatic and historically significant scenery in Canada. With iconic drives from Banff to Jasper, and Calgary to Banff, witness breathtaking views and wildlife seen nowhere else in the world.

ALASKAN SHORTS
Experience Alaska’s Tongass National forest, home to an array of iconic creatures, including bald eagles, orcas, and the world’s largest brown and black bear population.

ANIMALOGIC
Hosted by award-winning scientific illustrator Danielle Dufault, this weekly educational YouTube series examines what makes different animals amazing.

GREAT TRAILS OF ALBERTA
Real-time journeys through some of the most dramatic and historically significant scenery in Canada. With iconic drives from Banff to Jasper, and Calgary to Banff, witness breathtaking views and wildlife seen nowhere else in the world.
**4K VISTAS**

The most beautiful thing in the world is the world itself. **4K VISTAS** delivers that beauty in spectacular 4K for a perspective that transcends viewing and becomes experience. Cruise over the cliffs of Gros Morne National Park, the geysers of Bolivia, the salt flats of Chile, or watch elk wander through the Rocky Mountains. 4K Vistas allow you to experience the world from your own home.

**65 x 60' 4K & HD**
Nature
Producer: Blue Ant Media

**4K BABY WILDLIFE**

**4K BABY WILDLIFE** captures baby animals, in stunning 4K, while sleeping, eating and playing. Watching a baby animal experience the world can soften even the hardest of hearts. **4K BABY WILDLIFE** takes viewers up close to frolicking baby rhinos, trotting warthogs or clinging emperor tamarin monkeys. Don’t miss the awe-inspiring moments from babies of all shapes and sizes!

**56 x 60' 4K & HD**
Nature, Wildlife
Producer: Blue Ant Media

**MAKEFUL SHORTS**

A collection of shorts featuring passionate makers sharing their ideas and inspiration. The series combines food, design, DIY, style and profiles some of the world’s most notable makers.

**115 x 1' HD**
Home, Design
Original Commissioner: Makeful
Producer: Blue Ant Media

**COTTAGE LIFE SHORTS**

Whether it’s tips on entertaining, creating the perfect staycation, or an amazing DIY project that will bring the perfect touch to your home, each short video inspires viewers to tap into their artistic self and embrace the simple things in life.

**75 x 1' HD**
Home, Design
Original Commissioner: Cottage Life
Producer: Blue Ant Media

---
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